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Year of Study 3 

What has been 
worked on in the 
past month? 

In the past month, we have been welcoming new students to Lincoln 
and making them aware of all the SU Welcome Week events that have 
been going on. Many international students have had to self-isolate as 
soon as they got into the UK so I have been keeping in contact with 
some of them and inviting them to any SU events so they feel less 
alone. 
 
By the time this report is out, ISA would have held its first ISA Hub of the 
year which was a Walking Tour of Lincoln. I wanted to have the first ISA 
Hub to be in-person so that we can establish a good start to the ISA 
Hubs and allow new international students to explore Lincoln and meet 
new people. 
 
We have also been working on our International Student Guide which 
has been accepted and we are now working on the design for it. We 
want this guide to be helpful for international students. 
 
We have also started to work on a Cultural Calendar which will include 
all cultural events, international awareness days and holidays 
throughout the year. 

Successes from 
the past month 
and any Reps 
Wins 

We have found our Social Secretary for ISA who has been very active in 
their role by managing our events and interacting with international 
students on social media. 
Our ISA Hub walking tour has sold a good amount of tickets which is 
amazing for our first ISA Hub and we hope to keep this going for the rest 
of the Hubs. 
The Pen Pal Scheme has been going very well with a lot of students 
being paired up with a Pen Pal. 

Plans for next 
month 

For the next month, we will focus on the International Buddy Scheme 
and getting people to sign up to this. In order for this to be a success, 
we will carry on looking for our ISA Buddies Lead. 
 
We will have all the events in the cultural calendar ready so that it can 
be approved and designed for the year to come. 
 
I would also like to focus on helping any cultural or faith societies that 
are part of the SU by building communications and helping them 
promote their societies. 

 

 


